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Supposing as before that 00, OE are in one straight line, it is clear that the body may be turned round OC until OA coincides with OP. The axis OB must then coincide with OQ, for otherwise equilibrium could not exist. Summing up, the axes OA, OS, 00 are at right angles and the body can be so placed that the forces of the respective couples act along their astatic axes.
Keferring to the figure of Art. 76, Vol. i., we see that if the couple (P, OA) is a stable couple, the couple (Q, OB) must be unstable, for otherwise they would not act in opposite directions when the body is rotated about 0(7. Similarly by rotating the body about OB we see that (R, OC) is an unstable couple. Therefore (E, 00) cannot balance (Q, OB) when the body is rotated about OA. The three couples cannot therefore be in equilibrium in all positions of the body.
The Central Ellipsoid.
9. To reduce any number of forces astatically to a single force and three couples.
Let the forces be P1} P2, &c. and let their points of application be MI, M2, &c. respectively. Let Ox, Oyy Qz be any axes, not necessarily rectangular, which are fixed in the body and move with it. Let (#, y, z) be the coordinates of the point of application M of any one force P, and let OM=r.
Take three arbitrary points A, B, G on the axes of coordinates; let 0A = a, OS = b, OC = c. By Art. 7 the force P acting at 0, y, z, is equivalent to an equal and parallel force acting at 0, together with three astatic couples whose arms are OA, OB, 00 respectively, whose astatic moments are Px, Py} Pz and whose forces are parallel to P.
In this way all the forces may be brought to act at the origin parallel to their original directions. These may be compounded together into a single force, whose magnitude and direction in space are the same for all positions of the body. Let us represent this force by R.
Each force P will also give a couple having OA for its astatic arm. Compounding the forces at the extremities of this common arm, all these couples reduce to a single couple. The arm OA of this couple is fixed in the body while the magnitude and direction in space of the forces are the same for all positions of the body. Let us represent the magnitude of either of its forces by F.
The couples having OB, 00} for their astatic arms may be treated in the same way. Their astatic arms also are fixed in the body, while the magnitude and direction in space of the forces are always the same. Let these forces be 0 and H.

